TALLYTAX OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The TallyTax is an electronic counter with six separate counting units that presents a new solution to an old problem.

The six separate counting fields enable you to count up to 35,000 units for each field. When reaching number 9,999, the Tallytax turns to displaying alphanumerical results, to continue counting up to 35,000.

- To register counts in fields 1, 2, or 3, simply press the button of the field desired and the count is registered.
- To register counts in fields 4, 5, or 6, press the “F” button two (2) times. The numbers “456” are displayed. The counter unit will remain in this mode until the “F” button is pressed twice again and numbers “123” are featured in the display.
- By pressing once (1) time, the display shows number of registered counts in each field.
- To set all counters back to zero (0) press all buttons simultaneously. A distinct beep will indicate that all fields are now zero-set.

Example:
10,000 displayed as A000
11,000 displayed as B000
12,956 displayed as C956